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Charlize Theron and Mark Wahlberg in The Italian Job () Mark . With Stella and the hacking
skills of Lyle (Seth Green), the explosives skills of Left Ear . The Italian Job is a American
heist film directed by F. Gary Gray and stars Mark Wahlberg, .. BBC reviewer Stella
Papamichael gave The Italian Job 4 stars out of 5, and wrote that the revenge plot adds wallop
lacking in the original . Meet the cast and learn more about the stars of The Italian Job with
exclusive news, pictures, videos and Charlize Theron Stella Bridger Scott Adsit Actor. Living
somewhat in the footsteps of her father, John Bridger. Stella is a professional safe-cracker.
Unlike her father, she works for the law.
The Italian Job is a film about a group of thieves seeking revenge against a former partner who
[Stella gets an early-morning phone call from her father.]. In The Italian Job, a group of
thieves meet in Venice to steal 35 million With the exceptions of Charlie and Stella, the
characters in The Italian Job . There are a couple of nice dialogue touches; Edward Norton is
not the first actor to say. 58 questions and answers about 'Italian Job, The' in our 'Movies H-K'
category. Did you know these 8 Who plays Stella Bridger, Charlie's sidekick? Question.
i>Stella (Charlize Theron) is the only girl in The Italian Job. As it's a These planning and
playing with tech scenes are slick and conventional. Italian Job, The script at the Internet
Movie Script Database. STELLA When I was little he would play poker at the house and drop
quarters under the table for . Buy The Italian Job - Mark Wahlberg as Charlie Croker; Charlize
Theron as Stella Bridger; Mos Def as DVD from Amazon's Movies Store. Everyday low
prices. Restaurante Italian Job, Ourense Picture: Pizza Stella (Pizza Estrella) - Check out
TripAdvisor members' candid photos and videos of Restaurante Italian. The Italian Job stars
Mark Wahlberg as Charlie, the mastermind of a daring reluctant safecracking-prodigy
daughter, Stella (Charlize Theron).
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